
L
eading your mule from point A to point B shouldn’t be a mo-

mentous feat, but sometimes it is! I remember when I had a

mule that was a serious flight risk. I had to take precautions to

lead him only where he would be contained if he got away from me.

We worked through a great many lessons, and he eventually become a

dependable and obedient mule to lead anywhere, but I vividly remem-

ber the worries and frustrations that come with not having strong

ground manners established. 

Whether your mule is two or twenty, is a little annoying to lead, or

has severe issues, the following exercises can improve the control you

have when you lead your mule.  These are lessons that can be used for

breaking a young mule to halter or refreshing the leading manners of a

mule that is already saddle trained. Another true benefit of improving

ground manners is that it will have a positive impact on other areas of

the mule’s training.  

Ground manners, like any training, is all about teaching the mule to

obey specific cues.  There are dozens, if not hundreds, of cues that fall

into the ground manners category.  When you have a need for improve-

ment in your training, being able to describe in detail the response you

want from your mule is key to bringing those improvements about. A

trainer’s ability to envision the desired response from the mule is crit-

ical to a successful lesson. Try not to think about what your mule is

doing wrong. Instead, build a picture in your mind of how your mule

should respond. “Your expectations are exactly what you’ll get.”- John

Lyons

Speed up when you speed up. A round pen is a great place for this ex-

ercise. In fact, it’s practically a must if your mule has ever pulled the

lead rope out of your hands. Outfit your mule with only a halter and a

lead rope that is at least 8’ long. Don’t use a skinny lead rope as this

will be difficult for you to hold securely.  

To warm up, take the halter and lead rope off the mule’s head. Step

in the center of the round pen and ask your mule to move to the left by

urging towards his left hip. Use a cluck or kiss, or whatever verbal en-

couragement you like to use. If he doesn’t respond by moving to the

left around the pen, raise your lead rope or lariat towards his hip, but

always stay at least 8-feet away from his tail. Throw the rope at him if

you need to but keep your body at a safe distance. The moment he

moves off, quiet your voice and body language to reward him for the

choice. Repeat this sequence of asking him to respond to your speed

up cue. Repeat until he responds consistently with forward energy when

you give him a verbal cue.  

Halter the mule again and begin by standing him between you and

the round pen fence.  Hold the lead rope in your right hand, the tail of

the rope or a lariat in your right hand. Lean forward, step forward, and

give cluck or kiss as you did in your warm-up. If he does not respond

with a forward step, swing your left hand (with the rope) behind you

to touch his hindquarters. If he reacts by going backwards, you’ll need

to go back to improving the responses you were looking for in the

warm-up session. If he goes forward even just a step, make sure not to

put any pressure on his halter and reward him with a quiet word. Go

forward a few steps and then ask him to stop. Repeat the entire se-

quence until he will begin to go forward with you before you even step

forward. The note for success; Make sure you lean forward – hesitate,

step forward – hesitate, then swing the rope towards his hindquarters

if you need to. This gives him time to learn the sequence and respond

thoughtfully.  

Stop when you stop. Once again, use the round pen to work as it gives

a safe and controlled place to work smoothly. Remove the halter and

lead again for a warm up lesson that will affect the main part of the les-

son. Send your mule to the left in a trot, using the cues you developed

in the first lesson. After a lap or so, step across the pen, heading off the

mule. Pressure him to change directions by raising your rope towards

his nose, clucking for encouragement. The moment he even begins to

change directions, stand still for a moment and then return to the center

of the pen. This will let him know he got the right answer. Changing

directions teaches the mule to respect your space and yield to your

space. When he will consistently change directions when you gesture
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your rope towards his nose, you’re ready to move on to the next step.  

With the mule re-haltered, begin again with your mule between you

and the fence. The fence takes away the option of stepping away from

you so he can more easily get the answers you want him to learn.  

It’s very important that you decide where you want your mule to lead

beside you. Do you want his nose, eye, or ear even with your shoulder?

It’s a personal preference but know that the further forward he leads,

the less control you will generally have. If your mule is young and es-

tablishing respect, have him to keep his nose even with your shoulder.

A halter show mule may be asked to lead with his ear even with his

handler’s shoulder; it’s all about the goal and intent of the handler. The

key is to be intentional and consistent!  

Have your mule walk forward about 20’. Stop your feet – hesitate,

and raise the rope in your left hand, pressuring his nose as you did when

asking him to change directions in the round pen session. Don’t give

him so much pressure that he actually changes directions. The intent is

to use half a change of direction cue, which is a stop. When he stops

and stands still, give him a pet, letting him stand for a moment as a re-

ward. If he does not stop but shoves forward past you, regain control

and go back to practicing changes of directions without the halter and

lead. Practice until he will stop when you stop and you don’t need to

raise the rope from your left hand.

Next month, we’ll go over exercises to improve backing up from the

lead rope and improving the mules responsiveness to verbal and phys-

ical cues, which will promote strength in your training!  

I would love to hear from you! If you have a training problem or question, feel free to email me at  monica_417@outlook.com. 




